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ON THE LAURICELLA PROBLEM FOR THE EQUATION A 2 u(X)=f(X,u(X)) IN THE CIRCLE
o In [l] the Lauricella problem for the equation A u(X) = = f(X) in the circle was solved.
In the present paper we shall study the following Lauricella problem,in the cirole K = {x:|x| <R}, (1) A 2 U(X) = f(X,u(X)) for XeK, (2) u(X) = f^X) for X e 3K,
D .tt(X) = f5(X) for X e 3K, n X * where f,f^,f2 are given functions, n^ denotes the inward normal to 3K in the point Xe 3K.
2. Using the convenient Green function G, we shall replace the problem (1)- (3) by an integral equation which may be solved by the Banach method of the contracting mapping.
Let us denote: X = (x-pxg) is an arbitrary point of K, Y = (yvy2) ia an arbitrary point of the plane E^, X = (x1fx2) is the symmetric image of X with respect to 3K, 3« Now we shall give the theorem concerning the unicity of the problem (1) - (3) . Let us introduce the following two definitions. Definition 1. We shall call the class (N) the set of all functions ucC(KJ such that |u| £r (r being a positive number). Definition 2.
Ve shall call the class (F) the set of all functions f(X,u) such that the functions D^f(Xtu), i=0,1, are continuous and bounded for (X,u) c D1 = = j(X,u):X e K, uc [-r,r]}. for X e K.
Proof.
By [2] , Vol.11, p.179, we have ,2) and by the mean value theorem,we obtain
, K where u = u^iug-u^, 0<Q <1, therefore ue (N). Similarly by the boundary conditions (2), (3), we get P2 = 0. Hence P1 = P2 = 0 implies u1 = u2, for If K.
4. Let the function V denote the solution of the biharmonic equation
satisfying the boundary conditions (2) and (3). Consider the integral equation
where
given by formulae (4), (5).
Now we shall give the lemma concerning the estimate of the Green potentials. Now we shall estimate the function J^. By [2] , p.249, we have the following inequalities (7) R(R-r(0,X)U r(0,X)r(X,Y)<R(R+r(0,X)).
We shall consider two cases: By the foregoing inequalities for the functions J1, JJ-j.
we obtain the inequality (b). 
The assertion 1° is evident. Ad 2°. We have
where u = W+Q(Z-W), 0<Q <1, therefore ue(N). The assertion 2° follows from Theorem 1.
